SwipeStox Explained
In the SwipeStox app, users can swipe through the trades other successful traders have
placed and profit from their knowledge about the financial markets. An expert (leader) will
open a position and publish their open trade to the SwipeStox trade feed. Other traders will
receive this published information on their trade feed and can decide, upon a “chance/risk”
evaluation, to copy a certain trade based on these facts.
How does it exactly work?
If a user swipes left, the published trade gets discarded and the next trade is displayed. If a
user swipes right, the trade gets bookmarked and is moved to the Watchlist. By clicking on
the “Copy Trade” button, a user can copy a trade based on the trade ticket. The user can
now define the investment size either based on the amount of money invested or on a
certain volume. By adjusting the investment size or the volume, the “potential risk” and
“potential profit” are also adjusted and displayed transparently.
Here are a few important points you should be aware of before copying a trade:
General considerations before copying trades
•

The minimum amount to invest per trade depends on the instrument you trade and
starts at $5 or less.

•

There is no maximum amount in terms of numbers of trades and traded amount.

•

Before copying a trade, check the past performance of the trader. You can find
current top performing traders in the Leaderboard.

•

Before copying a trade, you can always adjust the potential risk & profit levels.

•

After copying a trade, you can always adjust its limits or simply close it.

•

If you close a trade the allocated funds, including the profit/loss, will be credited
back to your account balance.

Please note: Every trade displayed in the trade feed was created at a particular time
beforehand. Therefore, you cannot open the trade with the same execution price as the
trade creator. Based on this, your performance will also vary. Also, be aware of the fact that
a trade creator can close a trade at any time. In this case you will be notified by a pushnotification. This allows you to adjust or to close your position as well.

Here are a few important points you should be aware of before creating and publishing
trades:
General considerations before publishing trades
•

The minimum amount to invest per trade depends on the instrument you trade and
starts at $5 or less.

•

There is no maximum amount in terms of numbers of trades and traded amount.

•

If you wish to publish a trade, you need to set a stop loss and a take profit level.

•

After publishing a trade, you can always adjust its limits or simply close it.

•

The bonus you generate depends on the volume your copiers have allocated to copy
your trade.

•

If you close a trade the allocated funds, including the profit/loss, will be credited
back to your account balance.

•

If you close a trade, the bonus will be displayed in your personal Cashboard and can
be paid out.

Please note: When you create a trade and publish it, it will be displayed in the trade feed
and can be copied by other SwipeStox users. Whenever a user copies you, you will receive a
push-notification telling you in real-time how much bonus you have made. To better
understand how much money you will earn, please check the following link:
https://www.swipestox.com/faq/bonus-payouts-live-trading/

